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The City of Ithaca, New York, is seeking consulting services to conduct a Comprehensive Parking Study to 

assist in the development of an innovative, city-wide strategy to manage parking supply and demand. 

The project will include three major tasks: analysis of the current parking system; determination of 

possible scenarios of programs and actions for the future direction of the parking system that are 

financially sustainable; and preparation of a strategy and an implementation plan, with estimated costs 

and a schedule.    



City of Ithaca 
Comprehensive Parking Study 

Request for Qualifications 
 
1. SUMMARY 
 
The City of Ithaca, New York is soliciting professional parking, travel demand management, and 
transportation planning consultant firms, or teams, to assist in the development of an innovative, city-
wide strategy (the Project) to manage parking supply and demand to achieve the broader goals of 
economic vitality, sustainability, and livable urban places as further described in Plan Ithaca, the 2015 
adopted comprehensive plan. 
 
The City’s success in attracting new businesses and housing in its downtown core and in Collegetown, 
and its goal to support additional compact mixed-use development, creates a challenge to the existing 
parking system.  The downtown structured public parking supply experiences over 85% utilization rate 
during peak daytime hours.  Half of the on-street metered parking spaces are also occupied at peak 
times.  New development, currently under construction, is estimated to generate demand for an 
additional 300 to 500 parkers in the downtown core, bringing the system to reach or exceed its full 
capacity during peak times under current policies.  Over the next ten years it is anticipated there will be 
increased demand in the downtown core and other designated growth areas of the city, such as the 
West End/Waterfront and Collegetown neighborhoods.  At the same time, two of the City-owned 
parking garages constructed in 1974 are reaching the end of their useful design life.  
 
The project has three primary tasks. First, is to produce a thorough analysis of the operational and fiscal 
capabilities of the existing parking system to meet future demand when state of the art management 
techniques are applied.  From this basis, contemplations for further changes of the management and 
configuration of the parking system can be undertaken relative to emerging city transportation and 
mobility plans under development.  The second task is to produce operational plan alternatives, 
including transportation demand management and innovative technologies, to best manage and 
operate the parking system over the next ten years to reasonably accommodate projected demand and 
maximize efficient use of the parking supply.  The third objective is to develop a recommended overall 
strategy and step-by-step implementation plan to develop and operate a parking and mobility system to 
address projected demands in a manner that achieves Plan Ithaca goals. 
 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
2.1 Existing Parking Facilities 
 
The City of Ithaca owns four parking structures: two in the downtown core are over 45 years old and 
need extensive repairs; a third structure, located in Collegetown, is over 30 years old; and the fourth, 
also downtown, is relatively new.  The three older garages are operated by City staff and the newest 
garage is operated by a parking management company.  Recent and upcoming development projects in 
Downtown and Collegetown will push parking demand beyond capacity.  The City also manages both 
metered and unmetered on-street parking spaces, which have various regulations, usage patterns and 
occupancy, and need to be evaluated for better efficiency with the new development projects coming 
on line.  Additional data is available for the selected consultant.  
 

http://www.cityofithaca.org/165/City-Comprehensive-Plan


2.2 Getting Around 
 
The City of Ithaca is an employment hub, and many people travel to the City from surrounding towns 
and counties by personal vehicle.  There is a public bus service (TCAT), which provides a high level of 
service for a community this size, but which faces constraints that limit routes, frequency, and ridership.  
The City also encourages alternative modes of transportation, including bicycles and pedestrians, and 
has one of the highest per capita number of pedestrian commuters, but the hilly geography, cold winter 
climate, and long commutes for many employees and shoppers mean that personal vehicles are still a 
preferred choice. 
 
2.3 Stakeholders 
 
People travel to Downtown Ithaca for employment, shopping, and entertainment purposes, and make 
the most use of the structured parking facilities.  In the last two decades the City has rezoned 
Collegetown, Downtown, and the Waterfront districts to spur new development and largely eliminated 
minimum parking requirements. Several new Downtown development projects include hotels, office 
buildings, and high density housing, and each of these new developments compete for limited parking 
facilities.  Collegetown is located adjacent to Cornell University and has very limited on-street parking.  
Most new development in Collegetown consists of student housing, although there are some restaurant, 
retail, and office spaces included in several of these projects.  The parking structure in Collegetown is 
heavily used, and has some potential for vertical expansion.  The Downtown Ithaca Alliance (DIA) and 
Cornell University have developed, or are in the process of developing, Transportation Demand 
Management (TDM) programs. 
 
3. SCOPE OF SERVICES 
 
The City of Ithaca is seeking consulting services for three major tasks.  The City intends to work with the 
selected consultant to develop a more detailed scope of work, and solicit a firm cost proposal based on 
the detailed scope.   
 
3.1 Task 1—Existing Operations 
 
This task will involve an analysis of current operations and recommendations to optimize the system, 
including, but not limited to, the following: 

• Occupancy and near-term parking demands 

• Current revenue and expenses for both on-street and off-street parking 

• Projected expenses, including major repairs or replacement of parking structures 

• Current parking subsidy, and ways to reduce or eliminate the subsidy 

• Review of pricing, regulations, and incentives that could be modified to optimize parking system 

• Evaluation of existing parking alternatives (public transportation, bicycles, taxis/Uber, etc.) 

• Collection and evaluation of stakeholder feedback 

• Evaluation, recommendations, and collaboration on the design of pilot TDM or other incentive 
programs 

• Identification of data gaps, and procedures for collecting missing data 

• Supply and demand based pricing 
 
 



3.2 Task 2—Future Direction 
 
This task will analyze projected parking demand over the next 10 years, provide information on parking 
and transportation trends, and identify programs and/or actions that the City should start working on 
now.  Topics to be evaluated include, but are not limited to: 

• Smart technologies (apps, cameras, variable rate structures, etc.) 

• TDM strategies 

• Development or enhancement of alternative transportation systems (park and ride, shuttles, 
increased bus service, etc.) 

• Analyze information provided by the City about projected parking demand  
 

As part of this task, the selected consultant will develop various scenarios of actions that could be taken 
by the City over the next 10 years, and each scenario evaluated in terms of financial sustainability and 
service to the public. 
 
3.3 Task 3—Recommendations and Implementation  
 
Based on feedback from the City of Ithaca, the consultant will prepare a strategy and an implementation 
plan, which includes estimated expenses and revenues, and a schedule.  The implementation plan will 
also address interim parking and transportation solutions when parking garages are out of service for 
major repairs or reconstruction. 
 
4. SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
 
Interested consultants or consulting teams should submit a Statement of Qualifications by April 12, 
2019, which includes the following information: 

• A cover letter containing the firm name, address, telephone number and email address of the 
primary contact person 

• Names of all key staff who will be assigned to this project and a short resume of each 

• A detailed narrative of the approach that will be used to accomplish the tasks 

• A listing of similar projects completed by the consultant(s) and key staff 

• An example report from the list of similar projects 

• A list of relevant client references 

• A proposed schedule of the study, including the expected completion date 

• Experience developing pricing structures based on market place dynamics of supply and demand 
 

One electronic version and five bound copies of the Statement of Qualifications must be submitted no 
later than the end of the working day (4:30 p.m.) on Friday, April 12, 2019.  All copies should be clearly 
labeled as follows:  

 
Statement of Qualifications 
City of Ithaca Comprehensive Parking Study 
c/o Peter Messmer, Director of Parking 
City of Ithaca 
108 E. Green Street, Ithaca, NY  14850 

 
Send the electronic version to pmessmer@cityofithaca.org. 



 
5. SELECTION CRITERIA 
 
The Statement of Qualifications will be used to select the consultant or consulting team, and will be 
evaluated on the basis of: 
 

• Quality and completeness of the response 

• Understanding of the proposed scope of work 

• Qualifications and relevant experience of consultant and key staff assigned to the project  

• Relevant experience with similar studies 

• Client references 
 
The selected consultant will be engaged by the City to develop a more detailed scope of work and a 
proposed fee. 
 


